Abstract| Typical placement objectives involve reducing net-cut cost or minimizing wirelength. Congestion minimization is the least understood, however, it models routability most accurately. In this paper, we study the congestion minimization problem during placement. First, we show that a global placement with minimum wirelength has minimum total congestion.
I. Introduction
A UTOMATED cell placement for VLSI circuits has always been a key factor for achieving designs with optimized area usage, wiring congestion and timing behavior. As technology advances, the congestion problem becomes more and more important. With the advent of over-thecell routing, the goal of every place and route methodology has been to utilize area to prevent spilling of routes into channels. It is this over ow of routes that accounts for an increase in area. The multiple routing layers have enough routing resources to route most wires as long as there are not too many wires congested in the same region. Excessive congestion will result in a local shortage of the routing resource. In this paper, we concentrate on placement problems with xed boundaries and little white space so that routing needs to be done in upper routing layers.
Typical placement objectives involve reducing net-cut costs or minimizing wirelength. Because of its constructive nature, min-cut based strategies minimize the number of net crossings but fail to uniformly distribute them 9]. Congestion-driven placement based on multi-partitioning was proposed in 7] . It uses the actual congestion cost calculated from pre-computed Steiner trees to minimize the congestion of the chip, however, the number of partitions is limited due to the excessive computational load. The use of minimal wirelength as a metric to guide placement has been successful in achieving good placement. However, it only indirectly models congestion and the behavior of the router. Reducing the global wirelength helps reduce the wiring demand globally, but does not prevent existing local congested spots. It is entirely feasible for a minimum wirelength solution to require more routing resources through a region than are available. Therefore, traditional placement schemes which are based mainly on wirelength minimization, e.g., see 10 11] . In this paper, we will study the congestion problem during placement. We rst point out that minimizing wirelength is indeed equal to minimizing the average routing demand. Then by giving an example we show that the congestion cost could be locally inconsistent with the wirelength cost. We also establish a relationship between minimizing wirelength and minimizing congestion. Then we focus on nding a good objective to e ectively reduce the congestion in the nal placement. Using the congestion cost directly as the objective is not e ective. The congestion cost is a badly behaved objective function because it is not sensitive to placement moves.
We tested seven congestion related objectives, experiments show that the traditional wirelength objective works the best on all testing circuits. Based on the properties of congestion minimization, we propose a two step approach to e ectively produce a congestion minimized placement. The rst step is a traditional wirelength minimization stage which can also reduce the congestion globally. After that, a post processing stage is used to reduce local congested spots. This two-stage minimization ow is found to be much more e ective than minimizing congestion in one step or to simultaneously minimize wirelength and congestion. In the post processing stage, we experimentally tested three algorithms: a greedy cell-centric approach, a ow-based cell-centric approach and a net-centric approach. We get best congestion results by using the net-centric approach in the post processing stage. The placement produced by this new objective has on the average 36.9% less congestion than the best congestion results obtained by commonly used objectives.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we formally de ne the congestion cost. In section III, we discuss the relations between wirelength and congestion. In section IV, we show that what is a good routing estimation model to use in placement. In Section V, we introduce several objectives to use in the congestion minimization and compare seven di erent objectives. The post processing stage and algorithms to use in this stage are introduced in Section VI and the conclusion is in Section VIII.
II. Definition of the Congestion Cost
Intuitively speaking, congestion in a layout means too many nets are routed in local regions. In this paper we assume that we are given a netlist that consists of a set of cells connected by a collection of nets. Each net consists of a set of pins. Cells are to be assigned a geometric location on the layout surface in the placement process. We mainly concentrate on placement problems when boundary of the chip is given and there is very little white space ( area not occupied by cells). Thus, most nets need to be routed on the upper layers. Most present-day designs follow this paradigm.
The congestion cost is de ned based on the global bin concept. We partition a given chip into several rectangular regions, each of these regions is called a global bin. Figure 1 shows an example. In Figure 1 , we have 4 4 = 16 global bins.
The congestion is \related" to the number of crossings between routed nets and global bin edges. Each global bin has two horizontal and two vertical edges surrounding it. We will refer a horizontal global edge as e h and a vertical global edge as e v .
Global Edges
Cells Global Bins Given a placement, all the cells and pins have xed positions on the chip. In order to get the congestion information, we need to estimate the nal routing chip. We can use a \router" to route all the nets. This router is not necessarily a detailed router. It can be a very simple global router or even a bounding box router. Obviously, the more accurate the router, the more accurate is the estimation Using the above global bin and global edge notation, the total over ow of a placement is de ned as the summation of the over ow for all global edges. The amount of total over ow re ects the amount of total shortage of routing resource in the placement. Thus a placement with less total over ow is less congested. Our experience with industry routers show that the total over ow is a good measure of congestion.
III. Correlations Between Wirelength and Congestion
In order to normalize the wirelength of the nets, we use the dimension of the global bin grid as the unit length. The width of a global bin is the unit length in the x direction and the height of a global bin is the unit length in the y direction. Given locations of all pins, there are a number of ways to route all the nets. For example, we can use the bounding box, the minimum spanning tree (MST) or the Steiner tree model to estimate the actual routing. A bounding box and a MST routing model are illustrated in Figure 2 . The congestion is not independent of the wirelength cost. Intuitively, a layout with optimized wirelength will have less nets going through the same region, thus the congestion cost of the layout is also expected to be minimized.
Observation 1: Assuming cells are placed at centers of global bins, the total wirelength of a global placement is equal to the total routing demand on all global edges, i.e., P l = P e d e , where l is the estimated length for net and d e is the routing demand for global bin edge e.
Since we are using the dimension of the global bin as the unit length to measure the wirelength, each unit length wire will cross a global edge. Thus, each unit of the wirelength will contribute to one crossing between the wire and a global edge which is by de nition one unit of the routing demand. Therefore the total units of wirelength will be equal to the total units of the routing demand.
This observation shows the underlying correlations between the wirelength cost and the congestion cost. When we minimize the wirelength cost, the total amount of routing demand is minimized. Thus the average routing demand on a global edge is minimized. Given a xed amount of routing supply which is dependent on technology parameters, the less the routing demand is, the bigger chance we will get a low-congestion layout. Based on this observation, we conclude that minimizing congestion is globally consistent with minimizing wirelength. However, these two tasks may not be consistent in local regions. Figure 3 shows an example that minimizing congestion is not equivalent to minimizing wirelength. The sample circuit contains eight cells and four nets. Among these eight cells, four have no nets attached to them and the other four are circularly connected by four nets. Assume that the wiring supply on each global edge is one, the left part of Figure 3 shows a congestion optimal placement. In this placement, four nets are evenly distributed on the chip which result in a zero over ow (routable) solution. In wirelength optimization, we tend to put as many nets as possible into the same region. The right part of Figure  3 shows the wirelength optimized placement. Since each global bin can only contain two cells, we put four cells along with four nets into two global bins. This results in a wiring demand of two on one global edge. Since the wiring supply is only one, we have over ow of one in this placement. A similar trend has been observed in placement of large circuits. Figure 4 shows the two dimensional congestion map of a wirelength optimal placement for MCNC benchmark circuit Primary2. The congestion on the chip is not balanced. Therefore there are a number of highly congested spots. When minimizing wirelength, we tend to put cells within a highly connected cluster close to each other. On the other hand, when minimizing congestion, we tend to balance all the wires to avoid local congested spots. Thus we might spread out the highly connected clusters slightly to reduce congestion. Therefore, minimizing wirelength and minimizing congestion may con ict each other in local regions. In order to get a congestion optimal placement, we might have to sacri ce wirelength. 
IV. Different Routing Estimation Models
When we are performing minimization, we need to estimate congestion of placement incrementally. In this section, we will discuss two incremental routing estimation models, one simple model and a more accurate one (both models have been studied extensively in the past).
The rst routing model can be best described as a \bounding-box model". This model is di erent with the router used after placement. However, it is very simple and fast. Figure 5 shows a net which contains ve terminals (represented by black solid dots in Figure 5 ). This method is shown in Figure 5a . Given locations of all the terminals of a net, rst we nd the bounding box of the net. Then the actual route will be either the upper L-shape half or the lower L-shape half of the boundary of the bounding box determined in a probabilistic manner. This method will ignore terminals in the middle of the bounding box for nets which have more than two terminals.
The second model is a real global routing model. This is the same router used after placement. This model will provide a very accurate congestion estimation during the placement stage. However, it is slower than the bounding box router. Routing is a relatively well studied problem. The Steiner tree based maze routing technique is usually used in the routing stage. We will use this router for the incremental congestion estimation.
We conduct an experiment to test if these two routing models correlate to each other. First we generate a number of di erent placements for the same circuit. Then we evaluate the over ows of these generated placements using both the bounding-box and the real routing model independently. We can determine if these two models correlate each other by looking at these two sets of over ow values. We use four MCNC benchmark circuits to do this experiment. For each circuit, we generate six di erent placements (A, B, C, D, E and F). Tables I, II , III and IV show the testing results for circuit Primary1, Primary2, struct and biomed, respectively. This experiment clearly shows that the bounding box router does not correlate with the real router. For instance, for Primary1, the bounding box router shows that placement A is better than placement B (14 < 36). However, the real router shows the opposite (27 > 9). Similar examples can also be found in other testing results. Therefore, we cannot use the simple bounding-box routing model in the placement optimization. We should use the same routing model in the placement optimization as the model we used in the nal routing stage.
Note that the speci c routing model introduced here could be any real state-of-the-art routing model. The correlation test only suggests that it is unlikely to use a simple/fast routing estimation method in the placement optimization stage. It is not important which routing model we use in the nal routing stage. What is important is that we need to use the same routing model in the placement and in the nal routing stage. Our goal is to nd a good placement with low congestion. This is an optimization problem. We need to set up an objective. In this section, we perform a series of exper- Since we have a precise de nition of the congestion overow for a given placement, we can directly use this over ow cost as the objective to minimize. Besides this direct objective, we also have some other choices. Observation 1 in Section 3 shows that the wirelength cost is a reasonable objective to minimize congestion. Thus the wirelength cost is also a candidate for an objective to minimize congestion. We can also put wirelength and congestion together to form a hybrid objective. This hybrid objective can be expressed as in form: (1 ? )W L + Overflow, where 0 1. When = 0, it is the traditional wirelength objective. When = 1, it is the pure over ow objective. When is somewhere in between, it is a combination between wirelength and over ow. According to the de nition of the congestion, the total over ow is a summation of the over ows on all the global bin edges. We can use a gure to illustrate the over ow cost on each global bin edge. Figure 6b shows the over ow cost on any global bin edge. The y axis is the cost for the objective, and the x axis is the number of crossing nets on this global bin edge. When the number of crossing nets is less than the routing supply S on this global bin edge, the cost is zero. Otherwise the cost is equal to the di erence between the number of crossing nets and S. In optimization problems, we are actually more interested in the change of the objective costs. BBox  4098 2522 7458 7335 3790 6711  Real  188  48 706 760 180 474   TABLE IV Correlation test between the bounding-box and the real routing model for biomed 7b shows the di erential curve for the over ow cost which shows the change in the real cost function. The wirelength cost can also be expressed as the summation of the number of crossing nets on all global bin edges according to Observation 1. Figure 6a shows the wirelength cost curve on each single global bin edge. Figure 7a shows the differential curve for the wirelength cost. Comparing these two di erential curves (Figure 7a and 7b) , the wirelength cost is much more smooth than the over ow cost because the over ow cost has a sudden jump when the number of crossing nets is around the routing supply at that global bin edge S. The real cost and the di erential cost curve of the hybrid cost, (1 ? )W L + Overflow, are shown in Figure 6c and 7c, respectively. We know that wirelength is indirectly correlated to congestion, so it would not give us the best result for congestion. The over ow objective is a direct measure of congestion. If we use an optimal optimization technique, we should be able to get a layout with the minimum congestion. However, since the placement problem is NP-hard, no existing heuristic is perfect. Any optimization technique we use is actually a local optimization technique givennite amount of time. Thus the optimization result highly depends on the properties of the objective function. A smooth objective function will be easier for an optimization heuristic to nd the global minimum.
As shown in Figure 7a and 7b, the over ow objective is not as smooth as the wirelength objective. When we move a cell, the routing demand is changed on some global edges. However, if the routing demand before and after the change are both less than or equal to the routing supply of that edge, the over ow will not change. Therefore, the direct over ow cost may not be a very e ective objective for iterative optimization techniques. By combining the wirelength and the over ow cost, the hybrid objective might be a reasonable objective to use.
Besides the three objectives mentioned above (pure wirelength, pure congestion and the hybrid objective), we also construct a couple of other objectives which we think might be good to use to reduce congestion. The di erential curve of the rst cost function is shown in Figure 7f . Instead of taking a sudden jump when the number of crossing nets hits S, the change of the new cost function gradually increases from 0 to 1 when the number of crossing nets changes from 0 to S. The corresponding real cost function is shown as in Figure 7f . The actual cost curve consists of two parts. The rst part is a quadratic curve and the second part is a linear curve. Thus we call it a QL cost function. Similarly, we can construct another new cost, LQ cost. The di erential and the real cost curve are shown is Figure 7e is an adjustable parameter. The di erential and the real cost curve of this look-ahead cost is shown is Figure 7d and 6d. Finally, in the hybrid cost function mentioned above ((1 ? )W L + Overflow), is a constant throughout the optimization procedure. We can let be T which changes as the optimization proceeds. Since minimizing wirelength is globally equal to minimizing congestion, we can initially let T be zero so that the hybrid cost function is equal to a pure wirelength cost function. Then as the optimization proceeds, we gradually increase the value of so that the cost function changes gradually from wirelength to over ow. We call this cost function a time changing cost function To summarize, we have the following seven objectives to use to reduce the congestion in a placement: WL: Standard total wirelength objective. OF: Total over ow in a placement. This is a direct measure of the congestion. LkAhd: Modi ed over ow cost with look-ahead as described above.
(1 ? T )W L + T OF : A time changing hybrid objective which lets the cost function gradually change from wirelength to over ow as optimization proceeds. In order to test these seven objectives, we ran eight MCNC standard-cell benchmark circuits. The characteristics of these circuits are shown in Table V We can test the proposed objective with any placement heuristic. We have selected Simulated Annealing (SA). It is theoretically proved that given in nite amount of time, SA can get the global optimal result for any objective function. SA is widely used in VLSI CAD tools. The TimberWolf placement package 12] and the NRG placement tool 10] use simulated annealing and produce very good results on wirelength. Besides SA, other optimization techniques could be chosen as well. Results in this paper are obtained using NRG's global placer. However, the objective of this paper is to show how to improve congestion of ANY placement result.
For the hybrid cost function, we let be 0:2, 0:4, 0:5, 0:6 and 0:8, respectively. For the time changing cost function, we start T from 0. Then we increase T by 0.1 every 10 iterations of simulated annealing. Since we have about 120 iterations in total for the whole simulated annealing procedure, the value of T will change from 0 to 1 while annealing proceeds. Table VI shows the results for circuit biomed. Each row of Table VI is corresponding to one of the testing cost objectives. We run simulated annealing with each of the testing objectives. After the annealing is done, we report the wirelength and the over ow of the nal placement. congestion-related objectives. This fact suggests that other congestion-related objectives are ill behaved. They are not better than the wirelength objective. However, we know that in practice the placement with minimal wirelength does not always satisfy the congestion constraint. Therefore, we need to nd a new way to reduce the congestion more e ectively.
VI. Post Processing To Minimize Congestion
We propose a two stage process to reduce the congestion in a layout. In the rst stage, we use the wirelength as the objective to minimize the average congestion. After the rst stage is done, we can perform post processing to further reduce the congestion. In the post processing stage, we use the over ow with look-ahead cost as the objective to minimize. In the post processing stage, we propose three types of algorithms:
1. Greedy cell-centric algorithm: This algorithm randomly moves cells around and only accepts moves which result in a reduction in the congestion over ow.
2. Flow-based cell-centric algorithm: This algorithm uses a ow-based approach to move multiple cells simultaneously. 3. Net-centric algorithm: This algorithm rst sorts all the nets based on their contribution of congestion.
Then it tries to move the nets one by one to reduce congestion. The greedy cell-centric algorithm is straightforward and easy to implement. We evaluate moving a cell or exchanging two cells using the modi ed over ow objective. Then we make this move or exchange if and only if it can give us a lower objective cost value. This algorithm is quite simple and serves as a reference point to other algorithms.
The cell-centric random moving strategy proposed above is very greedy. It does not have the ability to know where the congestion is and how to reduce it. To improve, we propose a net moving strategy which can identify the highly congested spot and try to move nets out of this spot. The greedy feature of the above algorithm makes it easy to get stuck into a local minimum. To solve this problem, we propose a multiple cell moving strategy based on a net-work ow method. We try to nd better locations for cells to reduce congestion. This can be viewed as a transportation problem. In the corresponding transportation problem, the source of the transportation is all the cells and the destination is all the global bins. A transportation cost is associated with a cell move. We then simultaneously transport the cells to new locations that minimize the transportation cost. Since the congestion cost is not linear, we do not allow more than one cell moved in/out any global bin in each iteration. At each iteration, the transportation problem can be transformed into a minimal-cost maximum ow problem 6] on a network as shown in Fig. 8 . This network consists of a source node S supplying cells, a set of cell nodes , a set of location nodes , and a destination node D. The capacities of arcs between node S and cell nodes are 1 implying that a cell can be moved only once in one iteration. Suppose each location can hold s cells, the capacity of arc leading from a location node to node D is set to s . The cost of moving a cell to location is c , where c is the change in the objective when moving cell to location . By using the ow augmentation method 3], 6], we can get a new location assignment of cells with minimum total transportation cost at each iteration.
Given a placement, we rst route all nets. Then we assign a weight to each net. The weight of a net is equal to the number of over owed global edges the net crosses. We sort the nets in descending order according to their weights. The net with the greatest weight is the one which contributes the most to the total over ow. Thus moving this net will most likely to help reducing the congestion. In order to move a net, we consider moving all cells connected to the net. The destination of the move could be any global bin. Thus we look at all the cells connected to the net and move a cell to a new position which can result in a reduction in the congestion over ow. After all the nets have been tried, we will update the net weights according to the new global routing information. We will repeat the above procedure until the congestion over ow cannot be further reduced. Since congestion is essentially produced by nets, moving nets out of the congested region makes more sense than blindly moving single cells. We run simulated annealing using the wirelength objective in the rst stage. The output placement from the rst stage will be the input to the post processing stage. Table  XIV shows the results from the post processing stage. The before PP column in the table is the results before the post processing stage. The percentage improvement column is the improvement of using the post processing stage compared to the results before post processing. The post processing stage can signi cantly reduce the congestion cost if the input placement is good. We get an average 36.9% improvement compared to the congestion results before post processing. Among all the congestion reduction methods studied in this paper, this post processing method using the net-centric algorithm produces the best results. In this paper, congestion minimization is done in the global placement stage. In our global placement context, cells are located at the centers of global bins and the congestion of the chip is estimated based on that. However, in nal placement, cells should be placed in a nonoverlapping fashion. The congestion estimated from this non-overlapping placement will be di erent than the congestion estimated from our global placement. Given a global placement, we can construct a corresponding nonoverlapping placement by spreading the cells within each global bin. This spreading procedure is usually called \de-tailed placement" and it may involve low temperature annealing followed by some simple (e.g., greedy) optimization procedures to determine the orders of cells within one global bin. In this section, we will show that the congestion estimated from the global placement is correlated with the congestion estimated from the corresponding detailed placement.
We will start with two global placements, one wirelength optimized placement (W L g ) obtained by a traditional placement method and one congestion optimized placement (CON g ) obtained by using the post-processing stage. Then we use a detailed placement algorithm to transfer global placements to detailed placements (W L g ?! W L d , CON g ?! CON d ). We evaluate the over ows of these four placements. Since CON g is the congestion minimized placement, it is expected that the over ow value of CON g is less than the over ow of W L g . Then if the over ow of CON d is also less than the over ow of W L d , we say that the over ow of global placements correlate with the over ow of detailed placements. All over ow values are estimated using the same global bin grids. We use TimberWolf.1.4.1 as our detailed placement algorithm (spreading procedure) to transfer a global placement to a detailed placement. TimberWolf.1.4.1 can read in an existing global placement and spread the cells. It also does some local wirelength optimization. Table XV shows the results of this correlation test. The results show that the over ows of global and detailed placement correlate each other very well. Thus a less congested global placement will most likely produce a less congested detailed placement.
In the global bin context, congestion is ignored inside a global bin based on the de nition of over ow. Thus when a global bin contains a large number of cells, the congestion estimation on this bin grids may not be accurate. Thus we should use ner global bin grids to estimate or optimize congestion. In this paper, which global bin grids to use is not the question of interest. What we have shown here is how to e ectively reduce the congestion with given global bin grids. The post-processing method we proposed here should be valid for di erent global bin sizes.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the behavior of congestion minimization in placement. As shown both by theoretical and TestCase W L g CON g W L d CON d   highway2  12  8  18  13  fract  16  14  24  23  Primary1  140  125 151  141  Primary2  710  586 917  867  struct  150  110 261  227  biomed  667 1115 605 1084  avqs  180  149 258  214  avql  898  791 1032  909   TABLE XV Correlation test between global placement and detailed placement.
experimental results, the congestion cost is a poorly behaved function. Our theoretical analysis showed that there are some correlations between wirelength and congestion in a placement. Speci cally, the total wirelength is equal to the total routing demand of a global placement. Therefore, minimizing wirelength is helpful in minimizing congestion globally. In order to understand the problem of minimizing congestion in placement, we tested seven di erent congestion related objectives. We proposed a post processing stage with a very e ective net-centric algorithm to reduce congestion in a layout. To summarize our results: 1. Wirelength minimization can minimize congestion globally. A post processing congestion minimization following wirelength minimization works the best for reducing congestion in placement. 2. We tested a number of congestion-related cost functions including a hybrid length plus congestion (commonly believed to be very e ective). Experiments prove that they do not work very well. 3. Net-centric post-processing techniques are very e ective to minimize congestion. 4. Congestion at the global placement level, correlates well with congestion of detailed placement.
